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PanCareLIFE Final Conference,
Institut Curie, Paris 26 October 2018
To join us, contact info@pancarelife.eu

PanCareLIFE is a European research project with the goal that survivors of cancer diagnosed before age 25
should enjoy the same quality of life and opportunities as their peers who have not had cancer. We are studying:

Fertility

Inner Ear Problems

Quality of Life

Update on Data Collection
Starting in November 2017, the central Data Centre in UMC-Mainz began
sending PanCareLIFE harmonised datasets, including data from over
15,500 survivors, to the research teams for the fertility impairment, inner
ear problems and quality of life studies. In addition to clinical data, 1,422
DNA samples, 1,648 serum samples and over 8,000 audiograms were
analysed. The teams will use the data to perform analyses that will help
survivors in many ways. For example, the fertility team will look to see
if there are risk factors for fertility impairment that could help doctors
identify which patients would benefit most from fertility counselling
before, during and after cancer treatment. The ototoxicity (inner
ear problem) team will look at risks associated with different cancer
treatments to develop recommendations that will help doctors choose
treatments with the lowest risk of hearing loss in future.
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Rainbow Ride of the German Childhood Cancer Foundation
On 25 August 2017, the Rainbow Riders visited the German Childhood Cancer Registry (GCCR) in Mainz on their
tour from Trier/Aachen to Koblenz. The GCCR coordinates PanCareLIFE and participates in the PanCare network
(www.pancare.eu). In both PanCareLIFE and and our sister project PanCareSurFup (www.pancaresurfup.eu), the
GCCR hosted the data centre, responsible for data collection and harmonisation for all datasets collected from
the data providers in both EU-funded projects.
Approximately 50 participants on the bicycle tour suffered from cancer in their childhood and adolescence. Now,
with the Rainbow Ride, they provide a sign of hope and encouragement to children currently battling cancer and
their parents. They visited the GCCR and the pediatric oncology center of Mainz University Hospital on their oneweek 600-km jubilee tour to share their important journey.
It was very impressive to see how much strength and courage the Rainbow Riders provide to the children and
adolescents who are currently affected by cancer. Both the Rainbow Riders and the hosts in Mainz will remember
the visit fondly in years to come!

Rainbow Riders at the GCCR (left) and on the road (middle), PanCareLIFE Coordinator Peter Kaatsch with
Rainbow Riders (right). Photos: Thomas Böhm (Universitätsmedizin Mainz)

PanCareLIFE features in ‘Nemocnicni listy’
The March edition of the Czech hospital newsletter ‘Nemocnicni listy’ includes a feature
on PanCareLIFE . The article describes how the paradigm in childhood oncology has
changed from acute care to cure cancer to chronic care, where there is a focus on
cure but also on prevention of late effects and their lifelong, informed management.
Lifelong management relies on systematic research in late effects, like that conducted
in PanCareLIFE, as well as sophisticated systems of care transition for adult survivors
and empowering survivors to co-manage their own care through initiatives like
Together to Smile in the Czech Republic.

Publication
Researchers at UNIBE recently published ‘Audiological monitoring in Swiss childhood cancer
patients’, funded in part by PanCareLIFE, in Pediatric Blood & Cancer 65(3): e26877 (2017). The
study looked at audiological (hearing) evaluations in all nine Swiss Pediatric Oncology Centers
to see which patients were monitored, how and when. This population-based study found
that audiological monitoring was insufficient and that clinicians need to be more aware of the
importance of full augiological monitoring.
All our publications can be found at: http://www.pancarelife.eu/project/publications.
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Workshop on Long-Term Care After Childhood Cancer
The first Workshop on Long-Term Care after Childhood Cancer in Germany was held in Bonn 27 - 28 September
2017, hosted by the German Childhood Cancer Foundation and PanCareLIFE researchers Dr. Gabriele Calaminus
and Prof. Dr. Thorsten Langer, who also represent the German Pediatric Oncology and Hematology (GPOH)
Society working group on long-term surveillance.
In the last few years, long-term care after childhood cancer has become an important focus as treatment and
survival rates have improved substantially. Survivors, professional experts and other stakeholders met at the
workshop to define needs and expectations for the future long-term-care structure in Germany. Researchers
gave presentations on high priority late effect issues. Survivors’ experiences and day-to-day difficulties were
also discussed at the workshop. Six dedicated focus groups were established to continue discussions on future
medical and psychosocial long-term care, education and occupational issues, health behavior and secondary
prevention, as well as future research infrastructures. All participants agreed that the workshop was an effective
communication platform and hope to see continued dialogue on these important topics.

Participants of the first Workshop on Long-Term Care after Childhood Cancer in Germany

PanCare Videos
PanCare (www.pancare.eu) is a multidisciplinary pan-European network that gave rise to the PanCareLIFE project.
The network includes professionals, survivors and their families and aims to reduce the frequency, severity and
impact of late side-effects of the treatment of children and adolescents with cancer.
Survivors play a very important role in the network, so the PanCare team has prepared videos explaining the
importance of listening to survivors (https://youtu.be/bnZF3qusLoo) and why cure is not enough (https://youtu.be/
ClWsOe80wN8) - check them out!

Final Conference
Save the date for the PanCareLIFE Final Conference in Paris at the Institut Curie on 26 October 2018! Join
us as we share what we have learned about fertility, hearing loss, and quality of life during the project. The
conference follows the PanCare meeting (pancare.eu) and is open to anyone, including survivors of childhood
cancer, parents, policymakers, oncologists, physicians and researchers. If you are interested in attending, please
contact: info@pancarelife.eu.
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